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Description: This 100% rubber backed polypropylene mat is designed for use as a 

welcome mat, entryway scraper, or indoor door mat. It is specifically 

designed to scrape, absorb moisture, and reduce hazards of slipping.  The 

Wellington is  an affordable and cost-effective insurance for any 

permanently installed flooring investment.  

Material Rubber backing made from natural, reclaimed, and recycled rubbers 

topped with a polypropylene carpet filament. 

Sizes  

 

 

 

 

16” x 24” -- 3lbs 

18” x 30” -- 4lbs 

24” x 36” -- 7lbs 

35” x 59” -- 16lbs 

47” x 71” -- 23lbs 

Weight:  Approximately 1.1 lbs per square ft. 

Available Colors: Blue, Brown, Charcoal, Gray, Tan. 

Eco-Friendly: Natural rubber is a vital agricultural commodity. Its production from the 

rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis) plays a major role in the socio-economic 

fabric of many developing countries. Over 20 million families are 

dependent on rubber cultivation as their basic source of income. Small 

growers, including many with holdings of 5 acres or less, are dependent 

upon Hevea for their livelihood in countries like India, Sri Lanka, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, Pakistan, and Brazil. 

Beveled Rubber Edge: 

 

The raised rubber edge helps to keep moisture on the surface of the mat.  

Excess snow and ice will stay on the surface of the mat, since the 100% 

rubber backing is moisture resistant and any liquids that are gathered on 

the surface will not make their way down below. This fact cannot be 

overlooked, especially during wet winters! 

Purpose: The Wellington Carpet Mat is perfect for any residential or commercial 

entryways.  It is great for areas that experience rain and snow conditions 

and need entry mats to keep dirt and debris away from building interiors.  

This non-slip mat is perfect for high foot traffic areas during all weather 

conditions.  The solution-dyed fibers are long wearing and will not fade or 

discolor! 

Applications: Apartments, Anti-Slip Matting, Break Rooms, Corridors, Entryways,  Grip 

Floor Matting, Hallways, Homes, Hotels, Hospitals, Inside Doormats, 

Outdoor Matting, Lobbies, Non-Skid Mat, Office Matting, Restaurants, 

Rubber Backed Mats, Shopping Centers, Traction Mat, Walkways, 

Welcome Doormat, Wet Areas. 
California Prop 65: 

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - 

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 
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